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= Abstract =A new version of a moving actuator electromechanical total artificial heart was
designed to improve the total efficiency, durability, and fit inside the thoracic cavity.
Compared with our present type of rolling-cylinder actuator, this new model has a pendulum-type actuator with reciprocating motion around a fixed circular path connected through
the gear mechanisms to the motor. By using this mechanism, efficiency and "durability improved by replacing the sliding mechanism with rolling contact elements. Also, the height of
the pump decreased from 9 cm to 7 cm with a static stroke volume of 65 cc.
With this new pump, we performed two animal experiments. We also evaluated the
engineering feasibility of implanting this pump into a small, human-size animal (less than 70
Kg).
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INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to present a new
type (pendulum) of moving-actuator, electromechanical artificial heart. In our previous paper (Min et al. 19891, we reported the mockcirculation and animal experimental results of the
moving-actuator pump based on a rolling cylinder
mechanism. This rolling cylinder pump decreased the total size of the implanted pump to
occupy a total volume of one ventricle and one
actuator size, compared with two ventricles and
one actuator size of the conventional pusherplate motor-driven pump. However, the rolling
cylinder pump has two problems that need improving. One is the mechanical contact and its
energy loss on the bottom rack and the side's
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guide bar. The other problem is the relatively
long length of the flexing which corresponds to
the center length of the actuator's circular path.
The present new pump based on pendulous
motion has corrected the above two problems
while maintaining the advantage of the movingactuator type's small total volume.
We also evaluated the engineering feasibility
of implanting of our new pump into a small. human-size animal (less than 70 Kq). compared
with our previous experiment and other groups'
implantations into large-size animals (more than
100 Kg body weight) (Min et al. 1988; Pierce
1986; Jarvik et al. 1978).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Blood Pump Design
The pendulum-type actuator is composed of
three main parts: a brushless DC motor, threestage planatary gear, and a fixed gear with a
shaft for pendulous motion. Figure 1 shows the
schematic diagram of the pendulum-type

